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Abstract: This article explores the narrative descriptions of the Chinese religious landscape embed‑
ded within nineteenth century Christian missionary writings. I demonstrate the potential use of
Protestant missionary writings as sources in the academic study of religion in China for both the
physical descriptions of religious places that they contain and the narratives they express regarding
the religious activities and identities of Chinese women. Of particular interest to this study are the
religious encounters experienced between Christian and Buddhist women. My analysis of the travel
writings of three Protestant women, Eliza Bridgeman (1805–1871), Helen Nevius (1833–1910), and Is‑
abelle Williamson (d. 1886), illustrates that Chinese women were highly active within sacred spaces
across China. This article contributes to discourses on the history of women and Chinese Buddhism,
offers historiographical insights into the origins of Western academic studies of Buddhism in China,
and provides alternate sourcematerial for information about religious continuity and change in early
modern China.

Keywords: protestantmissionaries; travelwriting; missionarywritings; Chinese Buddhism; Chinese
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1. Introduction
In 1859, American Protestant missionary Helen Nevius (1833–1910) and her husband

Rev. John Nevius (1829–1893) left Ningbo寧波 to establish a mission station in the city of
Hangzhou 杭州. While the terms of the Treaty of Tianjin 天津條約 would not be ratified
until 1860, which formally ended the SecondOpiumWar, Nevius and her husband entered
Hangzhou having no legal right to reside within the city. Some four miles from the city
walls, Helen and John were granted lodging in a “old monastery” by the abbot who lived
there (Nevius 1869, p. 135). This lodgingwas at the foot of the Liuhe Pagoda六和塔 (Roma‑
nianized by Nevius as “Loh‑o‑tah”), which Nevius describes as “a most interesting object”
(p. 140). Aside from the appearance of the pagoda, its lofty height, internal staircase, and
ancient brick façade, Nevius explains that, on the day of their arrival in April, the pagoda
was occupied by “crowds of worshippers; many of whom remained throughout the night,
chanting, beating drums, and making prostrations. I noticed that the women here seemed
particularly devout” (p. 141). Nevius’ observation about the ritual activity happening
within a marked Buddhist space, particularly with reference to the presence and religios‑
ity of women—as this article shows—was a common narrative scene described within the
travel writings and journals of Protestant missionary women.

The personal writings of missionaries who lived in China during the nineteenth cen‑
tury offer an intimate and informative source of information about the religious activities of
Chinese women. By taking a ritual‑focused approach to these sources, this article explores
the exemplary nuance of the Chinese religious landscape embedded within nineteenth
century missionary writings.1 Below, I introduce the writings of three missionary women,
Eliza Bridgeman (1805–1871), Helen Nevius, and Isabelle Williamson (d. 1886).2 I have
chosen the travel writing of these three women for several reasons. First, for the common‑
ality these women share and second for the ‘pioneering’ nature of their lived experience.
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Bridgeman, Nevius, and Williamson were some of the first Protestant women to arrive
in China during the nineteenth century. Their accounts represent the first perspectives
on China published by Christian women. Their writing spans the five decades between
1840 to 1880, a period when the total number of married Protestant missionary women in
China totaled less than twenty (Lobenstine et al. 1917). As a result, these women played
a foundational role in the establishment of churches and schools within their respective
mission fields. Eliza Bridgman established the first Protestant school for girls in Shang‑
hai in 1850 (Bridegman 1853, p. 148). Helen Nevius’ linguistic knowledge allowed her to
write and publish vernacular language educational materials that were used extensively
throughout missionary schools. Her most popular work was the Mandarin language Cat‑
echism Yesujiao guanhua wenda 耶穌教官話問答 (Nevius 1863), which was reprinted and
used within missionary schools for decades following its initial publication (Hyatt 1976,
p. 79). Williamson’sOld Highways in China (1884) has maintained its relevance as a unique
source of historical information about China. It was republished in 2010 as part of the Cam‑
bridge Library Collection on Travel and Exploration in Asia. I have chosen the written
accounts of these three women because each travelled outside of their designated mission
station and wrote prolifically about this experience.

Their recorded descriptions of Chinese women and religion came through witnessed
observations and intimate conversations. Through immersion and the help of hired lan‑
guage teachers, these women learned to speak and write local Chinese dialects. Barred
from formal preaching, women contributed to the mission cause of conversion by entering
domestic and often segregated gendered spaces. Their personal writings are a rich source
of information, yet their voices remain underutilized. Some, like Helen Nevius, took the
time to document the religious spaces and ritual expressions she encountered. The analysis
of missionary writings I present below illustrates that womenwere highly active within sa‑
cred spaces across China during the mid to late nineteenth century. A broader goal of this
study is to outline the ways that Christian missionary writings can inform the academic
study of Chinese religion. This work contributes to the growing scholarship re‑examining
the role of Christian missionaries within China’s early modernization, and utilizes this
history to inform our knowledge of both missionary and Chinese Christian identities (Ho
2022;Wu 2016; Barrett 2005; Reinders 2004; Yang 2004; Girardot 2002; Dunch 2001). Studies
like Lutz (2010) and Ma Cheng (2010), which explore the rich lives of American and Chi‑
nese Christian women, highlight the difficulty in finding primary source material about
these women.

Missionary writings are useful to the academic study of religion in China for two rea‑
sons. First, these writings describe the physical state of sacred sites across China. The
locations of temples, monasteries, and graveyards described in these writings inform our
knowledge of China’s religious landscape and fill in gaps in knowledge about the destruc‑
tion, continuation, or revival of these spaces over the course of the nineteenth and twenti‑
eth centuries (Johnson 2017; Katz 2014; Goossaert and Palmer 2010). Second, missionary
accounts often describe the ritual activities of the people (both lay and ordained) who in‑
habited these religious spaces. While analyses of the writings and works of individual
male missionaries or mission communities are common (Sun 2018; Kaiser 2016; Harrison
2013; Scott 2010; Tan 2010; J. T. P. Lai 2012; Thelle 2006; Dunch 2001; Su 2000), little atten‑
tion is given to the writing of missionary women in China (Lin 2011; Vaughn Cross 2012).
My presentation of the narratives of Bridgeman, Nevius and Williamson draws attention
to the unique contribution missionary writings offer in expanding narratives of the reli‑
gious and ritual lives of Chinese women during the nineteenth century. These accounts
are valuable for the information they reveal regarding the actions ofmonks, nuns, pilgrims,
and temple visitors within religious spaces across China. The journals and travel writings
of Protestant missionary women demonstrate that they were acutely aware of the bodily
and ritual activities of many Chinese people.
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2. Women’s Narratives of People and Place
2.1. Daughters of China (1853)

Eliza Bridgeman, an educator and advocate for women’s education, publishedDaugh‑
ters of Chinawith the hope of introducing the women of China and America to one another.
Bridgeman left America for China in 1844 and after one hundred and thirty‑one days at
sea, she arrived in Hong Kong香港 on the 24th of April (Bridegman 1853, pp. 11–13). Her
account, with the express purpose of introducing the reader to Chinese women, is a wealth
of information. She recounts the dress and attitudes of the varying classes of women she
encounters and describes the physical gendered spaces or “inner apartments” of the Chi‑
nese lady (p. 20). The nature of her work as a principal and founder of the first Protestant
mission school for girls in Shanghai (Anderson 1999, p. 87), as well as her marriage to pi‑
oneering American missionary Elijah Coleman Bridgeman (1801–1861), brought her into
intimate contact with Chinese people of varying backgrounds.

Shortly after her arrival, Bridgeman walked the suburban streets outside the walls of
Canton (Guangzhou 廣州) and witnessed the blurred lines between commercial and reli‑
gious space of the “Ningpo Exchange,” a “large and massive structure” containing “apart‑
ments devoted to business, to [Chinese merchants] their meals, and to the worship of the
Buddha” (Bridegman 1853, p. 16). She also travelled to more defined religious spaces,
such as her visit to “Haichwang” temple (Hoi Tong Temple海幢寺) on the island of Henan
[Haizhu District 海珠区] off the coast of Guangzhou. Here, she witnessed the ritual cere‑
mony of twenty‑two Buddhist priests “performing their evening vespers” and describes
the men’s chanting and prostrations in front of the “three large and splendid idols” of the
past, present, and future Buddha (pp. 41–43). Bridgeman and her husband eventually set‑
tled in Shanghai and from there she often accompanied her husband as he traveled to com‑
munities outside the city to distribute Christian literature. One such excursion brought her
to Tianma Shan天馬山, the mountainous region located (at that time) some twenty miles
from Shanghai上海. Bridgeman describes the scene as follows:

After a long, but pleasant walk, crossing several little bridges over the canals,
we reached the foot of the Tian‑ma‑Shan, or heavenly horse mountain, and com‑
mence the ascent. We were followed by a crowd of people . . . . On this hill there
are two temples, one about halfway up, and the other at the summit. There is
also a leaning pagoda, very ancient in its appearance . . . . We then continued the
ascent, and were glad on reaching the top, to seat ourselves in the outer court of
the temple and partake of some tea, brought by a priest of Buddha . . . . Before us
was spread a cultivated plain of great extent, crossed by canals and serpentine
foot paths, dotted here and there with little groves of trees, enclosed by a bam‑
boo fence. These were cemeteries for the dead. On the right and left were thickly
settled villages. Far in the distance was to be seen the city of Sung‑kiang‑foo
[Songjiang松江], which was marked by its pagodas. (pp. 143–45)
Bridgeman’s narrative presents us with descriptive information that contributes to

narratives of religious continuity in China. The “leaning pagoda” she mentions is the
Huzhu Pagoda護珠塔, which sits today on the west side of Tianma Shan Park天馬山公园

in the Songjiandistrict of Shanghai. While someof these landmarks, like theHuzhupagoda
and the Songjiang Square Pagoda松江方塔, remain today, Bridgeman’s locations of ceme‑
teries mark sacred sites that are no longer identifiable on a modern map.

In addition, her writing offers perspectives on the customs, dress, and cultures of
the Chinese women she meets. She explores the etiquette of the Chinese lady when she
describes the home and hospitality of Mrs. Pawn, wife of salt merchant Pawn Tingkwa
(pp. 22–27). Bridgeman dedicates chapters to the discussions of Chinese women and de‑
scribes their social status, marriage rituals, and lack of education, though her narrative is
empathetic. The information she presents about Mrs. Pawn and other Chinese women
comes from the conversations they share. Because most Chinese women were illiterate,
missionaries engaged in conversation as a means of educating women about Christianity.
Interestingly, of all the women Bridgeman met during her time in China, only one was lit‑
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erate. “To‑day we were much gratified with a visit from a Chinese lady, who knows both
how to read and write. She is a widow, about forty years of age, and supports herself by
teaching a little school, of twelve or fourteen pupils, near the city. She is the first woman
we have met who is able to read. Several Christian books were put into her hands by my
husband, which she read fluently. She professes the Buddhistic faith” (p. 158). Though
brief, this exchange reveals information about the literacy and self‑sufficiency of women
who practiced Buddhism, a sentiment reiterated by her fellow missionary writers.

2.2. Our Life in China (1869)
American Presbyterian Helen Nevius and her husband John (1829–1893) left Boston

harbor in September of 1853 and arrived in Ningbo the following year. Our Life in China
journals the experiences Nevius underwent establishingmissionary schools and church or‑
ganizations within Ningbo and later Hangzhou. Her work brought her face‑to‑face with
other women and her journal, like Bridgeman’s, provides an intimate narrative of Chi‑
nese women and highlights their practice of Chinese religion on a common and localized
level. On visiting the homes of Chinese women in Ningbo, Nevius wrote that she was
“very kindly received, and listened to with attention” when paying visits to talk with both
women of the “poorer classes” and “women in the more respectable and influential fami‑
lies” (Nevius 1869, pp. 33–35). However, it was older women that drew Nevius attention
for their devout religious dispositions. Describing one such woman, she writes:

One old woman, with whom I frequently exchanged visits, was the type of a nu‑
merous class in China. She was a strict religionist, and as perfect a Pharisee as
I ever met. She was so complacent and self‑satisfied that it seemed impossible
to make any impression upon her. She had fasted from animal food for eigh‑
teen years; has spent much time and money in worshipping in the temples; and
in various ways had accumulated a great store of merit for the future world. I
remember on one occasion . . . we were talking of sin, of the evils of our own
natures, etc. “No, no!” she exclaimed, “my heart is not sinful. It is perfectly pure
and clean,—as white as snow . . . .” Speaking of the transmigration of souls, she
said, “That must be so, or where would all the people constantly being born into
the world get their souls from?” (p. 36)
Personal exchanges of religious thought between Chinese and missionary women,

like this woman, are a valuable glimpse into the dynamic of women’s religious dialogue.
This notion of older Chinese women being devout in their religious practice is a reoccur‑
ring theme within Nevius’ writing, no doubt because she encountered numerous women
like the one described above. She explains that “Women in China, as elsewhere, are more
religiously disposed than are men, and constitute, by far, the largest proportion of wor‑
shippers usually seen in Buddhist temples. Most of them are somewhat advanced in years.
The more active duties and enjoyments of life are past, and the future, with its dreaded
uncertainties, forces itself upon their attention” (p. 55). The tone of her description shifts,
however, when she describes the temples and ritual activities of Buddhist monks.

Like many other missionaries, Nevius experienced bouts of ill health while living in
China and spent time vacationing in the countryside hoping to “benefit from the purer air”
(p. 44). In the late 1850s, she retired to the renowned Buddhist mountain and pilgrimage
site of Putuoshan普陀山with the hope of alleviating her illness. In her first impression of
Putuoshan, Nevius writes that “it is more than eight hundred years since this island was
first devoted to religious purposes; and some of the buildingswere constructed at that time.
Others again are of much more recent date, but all, even the newest, have a dilapidated,
faded appearance, which indicates a great falling off in resources” (p. 46). While she notes
the island’s history of imperial patronage and describes the large marble tablets gifted by
Emperor Kangxi康煕, (r. 1661–1722) over a century earlier, Nevius perceives the decrepit
sate of Putuoshan’s temples to be a result of the resident monastics’ incompetence. She
explains “[t]here are numerous other buildings [on the island], ‑some used as temples for
the idols, and some as sleeping places for the lazy stupid priests, who doze away their
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lives in this pretty retreat. Had they any spark of energy or ambition, they would make
some effort to rescue these buildings from the decay and ruin in which we now find them”
(p. 47).

We are made aware by Nevius that the prestige of the past is no longer felt in the
temples at Putuoshan. It is a common theme throughout missionary writings to perceive
the decline and disrepair of religious buildings, temples, or shrines as the result of a flawed
religious system. The perceived past glory and current ruin and neglect of Putuoshan is
indicative of a very Protestant notion of “religion”. It is alluded to that government neglect
is a result of an overall decline in Buddhist patronage, which is made evident by the low
number of resident monastics. This narrative is perpetuated in Nevius’ writing despite
the clear evidence that older Chinese women were constantly found occupying Buddhist
space. However, as I discuss below, not all Buddhist pilgrimage sites were perceived in
the same light.

2.3. Old Highways in China (1884)
Another female author of note is Isabelle Williamson (d. 1886), a member of the Lon‑

don Missionary Society and wife of Scottish Protestant missionary Alexander Williamson
(1829–1890). By 1864, the couple settled in Yantai煙臺 (Chefoo), Shandong province山東.
Her writing details her life in Shandong and her travels in northern China accompanying
her husband as he preached and disseminated Christian literature. Williamson explains
that after becoming familiar with the language and the “habits and etiquette of thewomen”
of Shandong she embarked on four journeys through China (in 1873, 1875, 1881, and 1882),
which are retold within Old Highways in China. Her writing describes the numerous so‑
cial situations in which she encounters Chinese women of varying station and class. Like
Bridgeman and Nevius, Williamson took notice of the place and actions of women within
the domestic and public sphere. Her narrative reiterates the fact that women were active
participants across the Chinese religious and economic landscape.

On an excursion outside the city of Laizhou莱州, Williamson encountered the colorful
scene of a small‑town market. The liveliness she depicts is intricately related to the town’s
temple and the activities of women. She writes:

Next morning we came to a small town where a genuine county fair was going
on. I was astonished to see so many women buying and selling. There were
charred and wrinkled forms of womankind, also middle‑aged peasant women,
and a small portion of young women . . . . At the entrance to the town is a lovely
little temple built on a height. The temple is like aminiature palace . . . the square
in front of this temple a noisymarket was being held, a genuine small county fair.
The flight of steps which led up to the idol shrine had been taken possession of
by the women. On the lowest step sat a rather pretty woman about twenty‑four
years of age displaying for sale a fine black fowl . . . . Higher up the step leading
to the shrine eggs were placed in baskets of all sizes and salted eggs in great
abundance, carefully guarded by old crones. (Williamson 1884, pp. 66–67)
The name of this shrine or its idol remains unknown to the reader. It was most likely

dedicated to a local deity and served as a City God temple or ancestral shrine. Bridgeman’s
lack of identifying information leads me to believe that this shrine was not overtly identi‑
fiable as Buddhist or Daoist. This ambiguity in the classification of sacred spaces is found
again in a later experience described by Williamson.

Williamson travelled further afield from the coast of Shandong, and spent significant
time around the capital city of Jinan 濟南 where women’s activities were witnessed with
greater religious dedication. “In our ten days’ stay” she writes, “we had seen hundreds of
its [the city’s] women, and found them exceedingly devout, in the way. There were many
fine, matronly women who had for twenty or more years scarcely missed attending the
temples at the new and the full moon, the first and the fifteenth of the Chinese months . . . .
I foundwomenwho eagerly upheld their idols, and even among themselveswere emphatic
on the merits of a favourite shrine” (pp. 170–71). South of Jinan, Williamson visited the
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famed historical site of Mount Tai (Taishan泰山). She recounts the imperial patronage and
long history of the mountain as a sight of worship and pilgrimage. Of interest to me is her
description of a visit she paid to a nunnery during her descent from the mountain peak:

By the side of a brawling streamwe came down, and finally the coolies deposited
me at the door of a pretty temple. Out came three or four of the occupants, each
smoking a long pipe. They escorted me in after a fashion that took my compan‑
ions by surprise. But the explanation was simple: the place was a nunnery, and
they were nuns, dressed in every way like priests, and with large feet. “North
Pole Queen” was the name of this temple or nunnery.
. . . A most romantic spot these nuns had chosen, and they had a most comfort‑
able home. They were intelligent women, and gave me a graphic description of
the great temple in Tai‑ngan‑foo [Tai’an 泰安] of which we have spoken. Tem‑
ple after temple on the hill had fallen to decay; but they were always rebuilt at
an enormous expense. The imperial treasury was always ready with grants of
money. Only recently the whole place had undergone repair.
These bright and lively nuns claimed kin with me, for had we not the same large
feet and were we not living to help our fellow creatures? The eldest, who was
a scholar, and who enjoyed the fun of my making Chinese quotations, declared
that I ought to come and live with them and teach the pilgrims. They told me
they got very large sums of money, and they beautified the temple with it. Rich
ladies often came to stay with them during the pilgrimage time. (pp. 185–86)
Mount Tai has an extensive history as a site of imperial ritual sacrifice, and is a sacred

center of Daoist and Buddhist worship. Again, Williamson does not provide much iden‑
tifying information about this ‘nunnery’ aside from her translation of its name. It is most
likely that ‘North PoleQueen’ refers to theDaoist templeDoumugong斗母宫 [the Palace of
theMother of the BigDipper]. This temple site, andWilliamson’s nondescript classification
of it, speaks to the specific religious environment of Mount Tai in particular, and of China
in general. As Claudia Wenzel recently argued, Mount Tai has had a long history of hous‑
ing both Buddhist and Daoist practitioners, including Buddhist nuns, however it remains
unclear if the nunsWilliamson befriended were Buddhist (Wenzel 2022). Nonetheless, the
site exemplifies the fluidity of China’s religious landscape and Williamson’s description
illustrates the varied activities of women within these spaces.

Williamson’s account demonstrates the gendered dynamic of Chinese sacred space.
Her identity as a woman granted her entrance into the home of these nuns and elicited
immediate comradery with them—a space closed off from her male counterparts. In less
formal sacred spaces, like the local town ancestral temple, womenwere active participants
in seemingly non‑religious behaviors, such as selling goods on the temple steps. By survey‑
ing multiple accounts of missionary women, we begin to see how religious spaces across
China existed on a spectrum of marked imperial patronage and upkeep. The nunnery at
Mount Tai described by Williamson as “pretty” and “romantic” contrasts greatly to the
“dilapidated” and “faded” appearance of the Buddhist temples of Putuoshan described by
Nevius. Surveys of the accounts of missionary women contribute to a narrative of Chi‑
nese religion that highlights regional variation, economic status, and cultural difference,
but nonetheless illustrates a prominent ritual devotion of Chinese women. Yet, mission‑
ary women’s narratives of Chinese religion remain overlooked within the academic study
of religion.

3. Missionary Writings in the Academic Study of Religion
The writings and publications of Protestant missionary men are foundational to the

field of sinology and religious studies. The historiography of these academic traditions
traces back to the foundational work of theologically trained men, like James Legge (1815–
1897), Joseph Edkins (1823–1905), and Samuel Wells Williams (1812–1884), whose writ‑
ings and teachings on Chinese religion and culture played a formative role in the foun‑
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dation of Chinese studies within Western academia. James Legge’s textual translations,3

S. W. Williams’ (1848) The Middle Kingdom, and numerous works by Joseph Edkins4 were
demonstrably influential. The published work of these male authors was widely read and
circulated among their Protestantmissionary peerswho sought to inform their own knowl‑
edge of Chinese religion through linguistic studies and classical Chinese texts. The reach of
these men’s sinological and philological scholarship far surpassed the audiences of fellow
foreign missionaries. The popular accounts of Chinese culture and religion they produced
permeated Western educational institutions. James Legge eventually became the first Pro‑
fessor of Chinese at Oxford, Williams became the first professor of Chinese language at
Yale, and Joseph Edkins’ prolific publications found wide circulation and influence among
both English and Chinese audiences.5

The scholarly works of these men are thus intricately connected to Western academic
traditions, yet not all missionary publications forged a place within the sphere of academic
influence. For example, many Protestant women wrote and published for both a Chinese
and English reading audience, yet these publications did not receive the same academic
accolades as their male counterparts.6 While some scholars are beginning to explore the
role of Protestant publications for Chinese women (Dunch 2009) and bridge the gaps be‑
tween gender studies and religious studies (Kang 2017), there is a lack of particular focus
on missionary women as authors and sources of historical information about Chinese re‑
ligion, ritual, and culture. One reason for the neglected use of missionary sources within
contemporary scholarship is the difficulty in reading through moral judgments and cul‑
tural prejudice. However, Eric Reinders (2004) explains that the prejudice of missionaries
towards Chinese people was largely rooted in missionaries’ linguistic limitations. With‑
out a shared language, the body became the main means for which missionaries learned
about Chinese people and religion, simply because the body is more apparent and easily
understood than the mind. Despite the obvious motivational bias and orientalist igno‑
rance of these authors, missionary writings are an extremely powerful resource because of
the blatant bodily observations they possess. As Reinders explains, “[w]hile the rational
mind of the Other may not be evident, their bodies apparently are. Bodies are more im‑
mediately perceivable to any foreigner fresh off the boat. This sense of immediacy is still
a fantasy: the foreign body is ultimately no more and no less inscrutable than the mind.
However, because bodies are apparently and relatively immediate to visual perception,
representations of the human body become crucial depictions of the foreign, carrying po‑
tent messages about the foreigner’s culture” (Reinders 2004, p. 15). The inherent value of
missionary observations can be found in the “immediacy” of what these writings tell us
(Barrett 2005, p. 521). Missionaries wrote what they saw, and what they saw often con‑
tradicted pre‑existing academic claims about Chinese Buddhism. The immediate focus
of some missionaries, most notably women, came to fall upon bodies, on the physical ac‑
tions, practices, and rituals performed by individuals within religious spaces. The written
accounts of missionary men and women that methodologically identify religion through
the ritual actions of Chinese people, as opposed to textual analysis of doctrine, remain
absent from religious historiography.

4. Protestant Presuppositions
The neglect of female missionary voices as sources of informationwithin the burgeon‑

ing field of religious studies in the nineteenth century may in large part be a result of
what Gregory Schopen (1991) so poignantly addressed within “Archaeology and Protes‑
tant Presuppositions in the Study of Indian Buddhism”. Schopen makes the case that the
preference of claiming religious legitimacy and truth within textual source material versus
archeological evidence has led to amisrepresentation of Indian Buddhism. The ideological
changes brought about by the Protestant reformation, as Schopen argues, did not “allow
actual religious practice to have any meaningful place in defining the nature of ‘true reli‑
gion’” (Schopen 1991, p. 21). The ramifications of this change have been felt throughout
the historical development of the field of religious studies, and on academic definitions
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of “religion” itself.7 For Protestant missionaries, especially those with a theological edu‑
cation, rationality was evident in the written word and the perceived authority of sacred
text. Protestant dispositions toward textual rationality over other forms of religious prac‑
tice, such as ritual, is deeply rooted in the very origins of Protestantism.

Martin Luther’s (1483–1546) revolutionary Ninety‑Five Theses, as Lyndal Roper ex‑
plains, “began from an Augustinian understanding of the nature of penance, and of hu‑
man beings and all their actions as fundamentally sinful. Dour as this anthropologymight
seem, it was liberating for Luther, because if all our actions are inherently sinful then we
cannot strive to reach perfection by doing works, such as fasting, saying prayers, or hear‑
ing masses” (Roper 2015, p. 45). Luther’s theses demonstrated a clear criticism of the
misplaced authority given to the efficacy of ritual or acts of penance. The currents of his
criticism against ritual can be felt in Protestant accounts of Chinese religion. Protestant
presuppositions influenced the identification of religious authority in Indian—and by ex‑
tensionChinese—Buddhismwithin academic circles. However, as I have illustrated above,
inherent presuppositions do not mean that missionary writings are devoid of critical infor‑
mation about the religious lives of Chinese people; rather, the opposite is true. Missionary
women took an almost exclusive look at the ritual activities of Chinese men and women.

Western academics have awarded preference to the religious knowledge of mission‑
ary men, which in turn has perpetuated presuppositions that lead to false (and sometime
lasting) narratives. Examples of this are particularly rampant within the academic study
of Buddhism. This issue is explored by Tarocco (2007, pp. 7–11) who argues that the neg‑
ative images of Buddhism perpetuated within Western academia, such as Joseph Edkins’
claim of Buddhism’s loss of “proselytizing power” at the hand of Christianity, perpetuated
themes of a Buddhist decline in China. Edkins’ view is called into further question when
we consider the perspective of Chinese women’s religious practices present within the
writing of missionary women. The examples I have discussed above reveal that mission‑
ary women were highly attuned to recognizing the religiosity of Chinese women through
their religious or ritual activity. Oftentimes, the religious denominations of the people
and sacred spaces described by female authors alludes our clear identification. By com‑
parison, their male counterparts like Legge and Edkins work diligently to identify, define,
and classify Chinese religions in a systematic way, and speak of Buddhism, Daoism, and
Confucianism as historically, doctrinally, and theologically different. Yet on the ground in
China, these so‑called religious traditions are witnessed as practically congruent.

Female authors were more inclined to identify Chinese religion through individual
expression or ritual activity, while male accounts often apply Western methods of textual
and doctrinal study to identify Chinese religion. The result of a doctrinal focus over reli‑
gious practice led male authors, like William A. P. Martin (1827–1916), to grapple with the
alleged incompatibility of Chinese religion despite the clear fluidity of religious practice.
He writes:

Logically the three are irreconcilable, the Taoist being materialism, the Buddhist
idealism, and the Confucian essentially ethical. Yet the people, like the state,
make of them a unit by swallowing portions of each. In ordinary their lives are
regulated by Confucian forms, in sickness they call in Taoist priests . . . and at
funerals they have Buddhist priests . . . Besides the women and the priesthood
the two sects last named have very few professed adherents, though the whole
nation is more or less tinged by them. (Martin 1900, p. 289)
Martin held great influence in China among his missionary and Chinese colleagues

as a result of his translation work, employment as an advisor to Chinese officials, and
appointment as president of the Imperial University of Peking (Covell 1993, pp. 28–31).
At the time, Martin was perceived as an American authority on China. His perspective
on Chinese religion was perpetuated through his popular book The Cycle of Cathay (1900).
As the quotation above shows, Martin presented a narrative of Buddhism and Daoism
as having “very few professed adherents” despite his clear recognition of the religious
devotion of Chinese women. Men like Edkins andMartin presented an authoritative voice
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onChinese religionwhich has had a lasting impact upon the academic study of religion and
contributed to the erasure of women from the historical narrative. This is an issue that has
been taken up by scholars like T. H. Barrett, who reasons that the study of Chinese religion
in “the English‑languageworld sustained a description of religion inChina thatwas at very
considerable variance with the facts” (Barrett 2005, p. 509). However, we should not avoid
missionary writings because of the disconnect some of these writings have perpetuated.
Rather, scholars should reexamine these sources because of the “immediacy” they offer.
How much more so is the case within the narrative accounts of missionary women?

5. Contemporary Sketches of Missionary Women
Contemporary engagementswithmissionarywritings, and the journals ofmissionary

women, follow the precedent set by Fairbank and Barnett who illustrated the profound in‑
fluence missionary writers had in “transmitting images of China to the West while also
shaping Chinese views of the outside world” (Fairbank and Barnett 1985, p. 4). Missionar‑
ies were a conduit for the transmission of images and ideas between China and the West.
The cultural connectivity of the missionary enterprise is a theme thoroughly explored
within contemporary scholarship, with special focus being given to the ways missionary
enterprise shaped both knowledge and identity within the colony and the metropole.8 De‑
spite the admirable results of recent scholarship on gender and Chinese religion (Kang
2017; Lutz 2010; Dunch 2009), what remains undervalued are the personal accounts, jour‑
nals, and diaries missionary women produced. If, as this scholarship suggests, missionary
women benefited directly from evangelical Protestantism’s “social gospel” to the extent
that they held influence and agency within missionary institutions both home and abroad,
why do their written accounts and personal histories not find the same notoriety as their
male counterparts? As I have demonstrated above, missionary women in China—women
like Bridgeman, Nevius, andWilliamson—wrote and published their own accounts of Chi‑
nese religion and culture. The type of social welfare and educational work available to
them gave these women access into areas of Chinese social life that foreign men were not
privy to.

An additional layer of analysis can be found when we acknowledge the relationships
between missionary and Chinese women and how those relationships were the result of
a gendered religious dialogue. The religious knowledge exchanged between Christian
and Buddhist communities in East Asia during the nineteenth century is predominantly
male knowledge. This is evident within the preferential status given to men like Henry
Olcott (1832–1907) and Timothy Richard (1845–1919), who were active participants in the
translation of textual sources of Buddhist and Christian knowledge (Nakanishi et al. 2018;
P.‑c. Lai 2009; Ban 2014). It is clear from the examples above that Christian women were
granted access into spaces not accessible to men, which lead to contrasting modes of en‑
gagement with Chinese women, and by extension with Chinese religion. Knowledge ex‑
change was not a textual translated affair, rather it was highly individual and intimate.
The location and form of Chinese andWestern women’s religious encounters and transfer
of knowledge warrant greater attention.

6. Conclusions
My aim in highlighting the narratives of Eliza Bridgeman, Helen Nevius, and Isabelle

Williamson has been to show the value of these writings as primary sources of information.
The travel writings of Buddhist missionary pilgrims of the past like The Record of a Pilgrim‑
age to China in Search of the Law (Nittō guhō junrei gyōki入唐求法巡禮行記) by the Japanese
monks Ennin圓仁 (793–864) and the later biography of Chōnen奝然 (938–1016) in Biogra‑
phies of Eminent Monks of the Eastern Country (Tōgoku kōsōden東國高僧, comp. 1688) have
long been used as primary sources in the study of the religious and social landscape of
China from the Tang and Song dynasty. Missionary travel writings offer a similar func‑
tion. Their accounts contain information about the location and existence of sacred spaces
in China. The physical locations of temples described in these writings can be used to in‑
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form our knowledge of China’s religious landscape and fill in gaps in knowledge about
the location and existence of sacred sites that were destroyed, neglected, or sustained and
maintained throughout time. It would be advantageous to bring missionary accounts into
geo‑spacial research of growing significance within the fields of Chinese history and Bud‑
dhist studies.9

Moreover, the studies of missionary women’s travel writings need to engage with
pre‑existing scholarship on Chinese women and religion. A wealth of Chinese and En‑
glish language scholarship focused on Chinese women in Buddhism and Daoism in pre‑
modern China (Grant 2008) exists, yet, as Kang argues, our picture of “modern Chinese
religious life . . . is a predominantly masculine picture in which women either were miss‑
ing or peripheral in elite discussions then, and the scholarly coverage now” (Kang 2017,
p. 8). Chinese women were not peripheral within religious spaces, and the written ac‑
counts of Bridgeman, Nevius, and Williamson prove this. The narratives of missionary
women can inform knowledge of women’s history in modern Buddhism and missionary
women’s writings can help recenter gender within this religious scholarship.
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Notes
1 My focus on ritual and religious activity within this article is informed by the work of Catherine Bell (1992, 1997), as well as

recent studies of Chinese religion that purposefully approach modern religion through the ritualistic or performative aspects of
contemporary religiosity, such as: (Johnson 2017; Katz 2016; Goossaert 2011; DuBois 2011; Chau 2010).

2 There are a number of memoirs and travel writings by missionary women I have not discussed here, but they are nontheless
remarkably valuable. See: (Anderson 1920; Duncan 1902; Guinness 1889; Davies 1901) as well as the prolific travelwriting
pertaining to central and west China produced by Mildred Cable and Francesca French, see (Cable and French 1927). These
works are published accounts and do not begin to represent the amount of unpublished women’s writings housed in archival
collections, see (Crouch et al. 1989).

3 Over the course of the 1860s–1870s, Legge translated the Five Classics五經 of the Confucian canon complete with commentary.
See (Legge 1861–1872).

4 Edkins produced a number of studies, grammars, and vocabularies of the Chinese language, which found wide use among
missionaries and foreigners seeking to learnChinese. Edkins’work had a significant influence onwestern philology and religious
studies. See (Edkins 1871, 1880).

5 There is a wealth of English and Chinese language scholarship that explores the intellectual, cultural, and political contributions
of these well‑known missionary men. For further information on the life and work of James Legge see: (Chow 2022; Girardot
2002; Pfister 1998; Birrell 1999; Wang 2008; Wong 1997). For information on the life and work of Samuel Wells Williams see:
(Guan 2018; Yabuki 2017; Chang 2012; F. W. Williams 1888; Bailey 1884). For information on the life and work of Joseph Edkins
see: (Eicher 2022; Kilcourse 2020; Orlandi 2019; Bushell 1906).

6 For bibliographic information on the publications of Protestant missionaries in China see: (Wylie 1867, 1876; MacGillivray 1907;
Christian Publishers’ Association of China 1933). While most authors are male, women’s publications are included within these
catalogues. Wylie’s (1867) biographical sketch of protestant authors includes the names of elevenwomenwho published original
or translated Chinese works, this included: Helen Nevius, Sara Jane Holmes (b. 1836), Martha Foster Crawford (1830–1909),
Mary Ann Russell (1828–1887), Mary Greenleaf Rankin (1828–1923), Maria Jane Taylor (1837–1870), Lucy Ann Knowlton (1826–
1907), Caroline Phebe Keith (1821–1862), Mrs A. B. Cabaniss (birth and death unknown), Mary Cunnyngham (birth and death
unknown), and Lydia Mary Fay (1804–1878).

7 My approach to the critical historiographical studies of religion both as a term and academic field is informed by the work of
Campany (2003), Smith (2004), and Taylor et al. (1998).

8 Reeves‑Ellington et al. (2010) and Semple (2003) focus on the development of missionary women’s identity in order to highlight
the transnational history of British and American women. The chapters within these two studies contribute to recent trends
within missionary studies in the colonial context (Hall 2002; Ramusack 1990; Harries 2007; Hunt 1999; Comaroff and Comaroff
1991) which acknowledges how the missionary enterprise shaped the experiences and identities of missionaries within the col‑
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onized spaces they worked, as well as the national and social identities of British and Americans in the metropole. The aim of
such studies is to explore the transference of knowledge between colonizer and ‘other’.

9 This work, to date, includes historical information sourced from Chinese gazetteers, Chinese classical texts, records of eminent
BuddhistMonks (Gaoseng zhuan高僧傳 collections), stone inscriptions and Buddhist temple networks (Hung et al. 2010; Wu et al.
2013; Yan et al. 2020). For GIS database projects centering on Asia and Asian religion see: Harvard’s Chinese Historical Graphic
Information System ((CHGIS 2022). https://chgis.fas.harvard.edu/ accessed on 3October 2022); TheUniversity of ArizonaCentre
for Buddhists Studies’ Buddhist Geographical Information System ((BGIS 2022). https://cbs.arizona.edu/buddhist‑geographical‑
information‑system‑bgis accessed 5 October 2022); The Singapore Historical GIS ((Singapore Historical GIS 2022). https://shgis.
nus.edu.sg/ accessed on 3 October 2022) and Singapore Biographical Database ((Singapore Biographical Database 2022). https:
//sbdb.nus.edu.sg/ accessed on 3 October 2022).
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